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To help you watch movie with PS3 (PlayStation 3), 4Media PS3 Video Converter has the
capacity to convert almost all popular SD and HD videos including AVI, MPEG, WMV, MKV,
MOV, VOB to MP4, H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video for PS3/PSP and audio format MP3. As a
PS3 video converter, it also supports converting audios like WAV, WMA, AC3, AIFF, MP2,
etc. to audios like MP3, AAC, and M4A.

In addition, 4Media PS3 Video Converter also serves as a JPG, GIF, BMP or PNG picture
converter to convert your wedding, birthday, and honey moon photos to a video for watching
and storage.

The PS3 converter provides many parameters for you to choose like frame rate, bit rate,
channel, and sample rate. Moreover, you can split file and directly convert any segment. Free
download 4Media PS3 Video Converter, just enjoy high definition (1080p) and great quality
movies with your PS3/PSP.

Key Functions

  

Convert AVI, MPEG, WMV, MKV, VOB to PS3 MPEG-4 video
4Media PS3 Video Converter can convert kinds of videos: AVI, MPEG, WMV, MOV,
MKV, VOB to PS3 MPEG-4 video with high definition 480p, 720p and 1080p support.

  

Extract MP3, M4A and AAC audios from AVI or other videos
Support extracting audios from AVI, MPEG, MP4, MOV, WMV, 3GP and VOB
audios to save as MP3, M4A and AAC files.
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Convert WMA, WAV, and AC3 audios to MP3, M4A and AAC files
The PS3 converter supports converting WAV, WMA, AC3, MP2, AIFF and other
audios to MP3, AAC, and M4A audios.

  

Convert JPG, GIF, BMP and PNG pictures to PS3 videos
Not only a video and audio converter but also a picture converter to create videos
from JPG, GIF, BMP and PNG picture collections for smooth watching on your
PS3/PSP.

Key Features

  4Media PS3 Video Converter provides various parameters like bit rate, frame rate,
and channels for new and experienced users. You can change them and save as a
new profile.
  Add multiple profiles for one source to get its copies and convert them once at the
same time. It's fast and convenient to get many files for the same file.
  You can split a video file into many files by customizing split time or file size, or
directly choose offered size by 4Media PS3 Video Converter.
  Directly enter the start time and duration for the segment you want to convert. It's
easy and convenient to get a movie segment for playback on PS3.
  With the PS3 converter, you can edit ID3 tag info of MP3 file including album, genre,
author, title, year, etc.
  4Media PS3 Video Converter allows you to preview your movie anytime, even when
the conversion is in process. You can take a snapshot for the movie scenes you like.
  Run the software in background to possess less space. Automatically check for
updates to keep your software in the newest state.
  Provide several after done actions: shutdown, exit, hibernate and standby. So no
need to wait a long time conversion to the end.
  Provide four interface languages: English, German, Japanese and Chinese. With
three soft skins, you will have a great mood when you convert video to PS3/PSP.

 

System Requirements 

OS: Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista
Processor: 1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM: 256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk: 30MB space for installation
Graphic Card: Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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